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Abstract—Quantum inspired Evolutionary Algorithm
(QEA) which uses qubits has been the basis for the
development of many Quantum Inspired algorithms. Di-
verging from this, a new Quantum Inspired Competitive
Co-evolution algorithm (QCCEA) has been proposed by
quantifying Competitive Co-evolution Algorithm (CCEA)
using a new method of representation. In the literature,
the performance of QCCEA against CCEA was evaluated
for numerical optimization problems. In this paper we
have further analysed the performance of QCCEA using
Maze problem which server as the primary investigation
for combinatorial optimization problems. In the process of
evaluating the performance of QCCEA against CCEA, we
have performed three different experiments on the Maze
problem. The results show that QCCEA has produced
more diversified solutions compared to CCEA at the
expense of time variable.
Index terms — Quantum Inspired Algorithm,
Evolutionary Algorithm, Competitive Co-evolution,
qubit, maze problem
I. INTRODUCTION
QCCEA is developed by quantifying CCEA us-
ing quantum superposition principle. The previous
works on quantifying a genetic algorithm has been
based on QEA [1] in which a candidate solution
to an optimization problem is quantized through
“qubits”, each of which represents a linear com-
bination of the two binary bits “0” and “1”. Some
of the latest works such as Quantum Inspired Neural
Networks (QNN) is also based on QEA [2].
Different from quantum algorithms, quantum in-
spired algorithms strive for performance gains by
implementing quantum principles in a traditional
computing environment. Research on combining
quantum computation and evolutionary computation
was started in late 1990s and various quantum in-
spired evolutionary algorithms were developed since
then [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Among them, the
Quantum inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (QEA)
[1] s a typical one. QEA quantizes the original
solution representation through linear combination
of the two binary bits. Since then, all other quantum
inspired algorithms followed a similar approach.
Though quantization is crucial part for quantum
inspired algorithms, there is not much diversity
on this representation. The effectiveness of QEA
in solving various types of optimisation problems
was extensively studied in [9] [1] [10] [11] [12]
[13] [14]. Despite of its prominent success, most
of the existing studies on QEA focused merely on
evolving a single set of homogeneous solutions. No
attempts have ever been made to effectively combine
quantum computing principles with coevolutionary
algorithms, especially the Competitive Coevolution
Algorithm (CCEA).
Distinct from traditional approach of quantifica-
tion, QCCEA uses an entirely novel method of quan-
tization. QCCEA quantifies candidate solution using
linear combination of subsolution points as normal
distributions [15] [16] which forms the uniqueness
of this approach as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The performance of QCCEA for numerical op-
timization benchmark function (CEC2013 [17]) is
considerably better than CCEA i.e, before quanti-
zation [15] [16]. To analyse the ability of QCCEA
and CCEA for evolving multiple variety of solution,
we used them as training algorithms for Artificial
Neural Networks to solve a 4 X 4 maze. The exper-
iments are targeted to evaluate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the algorithms.
Fig. 1. Quantization discipline implementation: qubit versus subso-
lution points
II. RELATED WORK
Competitive co-evolution is the competitive part
of Darwins principle of survival of the fittest where
the most fit individual survives the evolution. In
CCEA, individuals compete with each other result-
ing in a better species [18]. The process of selection
can be done using any of the following, namely
fitness sharing, shared sampling or Hall of Fame.
We propose QCCEA by applying quantum prin-
ciple of superposition to CCEA with ’Hall of Fame
(HF)’ as selection process.
In QCCEA a candidate solution is divided into
a collection of solution points and qubit is realised
through these sub-solution points. In other words,
each such point assumes the form of a probability
distribution (i.e. normal distribution) and functions
similar to qubit of QEA. These stochastic sub-
solution points may help to extend the search capa-
bility of CCEA. To be more specific, with stochastic
points, more genetically diverse solutions can be
produced by QCCEA for every generation that result
in reducing the chance of premature convergence.
QCCEA follows the similar evolutionary process
of CCEA. The overall structure of QCCEA is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. A detailed algorithmic description
of QCCEA is further presented in Algorithm 1.As
shown in Algorithm 1, QCCEA is initialized with a
population of candidate solutions P1; P2; :::::::; PM
(step 1) where M is the size of the population.
Fig. 2. Overall structure of QCCEA
HF and the best solution of the generation b(t) are
initialized by the first candidate solution P1 in the
population. A candidate solution Pm is represented
as fxngNn=1, where N stands for the dimension of
the search space. Each solution point of Pm, denoted
as xn, corresponds to a normal distribution and is
evaluated at step 10 in Algorithm 1 in order to
quantify the solution Pm. Two quantified solutions
u and v are specifically highlighted in Algorithm
1. Similar to CCEA, they engage in a competition,
resulting in s as the solution with the better fitness
between u and v. This operation corresponds to
step 18 of Algorithm 1. At step 19, the competition
between s and the HF gives rise to b, which is
known as the best solution in a generation. HF
is subsequently updated to include b. This process
continues till the exit criteria is met. The solution b
with the best fitness among all available solutions of
the HF is reported as the solution of the algorithm.
III. EXPERIMENT SETUP
QCCEA has dominated over CCEA for numer-
ical optimization problems [16]. We now compare
the results on QCCEA and CCEA for solving a 4
X 4 maze.
Algorithm 1 QCCEA: Quantum inspired Competi-
tive coevolution (M;N; n; b)
1: Initialize P1; :::; PM ; /*M solutions*/
2: Initialize b(1); /*current best solutions*/
3: t 1;
4: HF (1) P (1);
5: repeat
6: for i = 1 to M do
7: Xi = Select(Pm); 1  m M ;
8: Quantize Xi = fxngNn=1 to Xqi =
fxqngNn=1; /*constant variable xn is quan-
tified as a normal distribution vector xqn*/
9: for k = 1 to N do
10: u u+ Evaluate (xk);
11: end for
12: for j = 1 to M and j 6= i do
13: Yj = Select(Pm) ;
14: Quantize Yj = fyngNn=1 to Y qi =
fyqngNn=1;
15: for k = 1 to N do
16: v  v+ Evaluate (yk);
17: end for
18: s( Max(Evaluate(u), Evaluate(v));
19: b(t)  
max(Evaluate(s); Evaluate(HF (t)))
/*Compute the best solution with
current Hall of Fame*/
20: end for
21: Add b(t) into HF (t);
22: end for
23: t t+ 1;
24: b  maxEvaluate(HF (t)); /*select the
best solution from current Hall of Fame*/
25: until enough solutions are evaluated
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Maze Solver
Maze Solver presents a problem of reaching a
fixed target in a 4 X 4 maze with various possible
routes. The initial position of the agent is fixed at the
first location of the maze which is top left corner.
The target is decided randomly for each experiment.
There are some passage block created in the maze
through which the agent cannot pass. The direction
for the agent is determined by an Artificial Neural
Network(ANN) which is optimized by CCEA and
QCCEA for the experiments. The experiment is
programmed in C# language.
1) Experiment:1 Unique Solutions: The aim of
this experiment is to find the unique solution (non
repetitive) for a given target. This will prove the
diversity capability of the algorithms. This experi-
ment is run 1000 times with 10 different problems
with 100 times for each problem for both CCEA and
QCCEA concentrating on finding number of unique
solutions that can be generated for these problems.
Fig. 3. Unique Solutions
With reference to IV-A1 it can be concluded that
QCCEA outperformed CCEA in providing higher
number of unique solutions.
2) Experiment 2: Solution Makeup: This exper-
iment is also aimed at identifying the repetition of
same solution for a given problem. By knowing
how many time a solution is repeated for a set
of experiments we can estimate the diversity with
respect to time. For CCEA there is high repetitive-
Fig. 4. CCEA Solution Makeup
ness of solutions (orange and grey bars) compared
to QCCEA. The possibility of providing a single
solution or occurrence of same solution twice (Or-
ange bar) is more in QCCEA compared to CCEA.
Though unique solutions are more in QCCEA with
less repetitions, other solutions provided by CCEA
are less than QCCEA (other = twice + unable to
solve in time)
Fig. 5. QCCEA Solution Makeup
3) Experiment 3 : Single Solution: This experi-
ment aims at time variable i.e, time taken to reach
the target which can be used to analysis the speed of
the algorithm. When the target is arranged in such a
way that there is only one solution for the problem.
For ten different observations, CCEA outperformed
QCCEA in time taken to provide a solution. In this
experiment, the cycles where there was no solution
given in a given threshold of time are ignored.
Fig. 6. Single Solutions
In this experiment, CCEA outperformed QCCEA
for the reason that the process of quantization is time
consuming.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a performance analysis of
QCCEA and CCEA for Maze solver problem. QC-
CEA has been implemented for numerical opti-
mization problems and had a clear edge on CCEA
which is continued for Maze Solver problem as well.
QCCEA was successful in all experiments other than
Experiment 3 which has taken more time to solve
the problem. In this particular experiment CCEA has
proven to be faster than QCCEA in providing the
solution since the process of quantization is time
consuming. Finally, it is noteworthy to observe that
QCCEA was quite successful in providing efficient
and genetically diversified solutions than CCEA
across all experiments.
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